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Abstract: Quantifying the atmospheric water balance is critical for the study of hydrological processes
in significant regions. This study quantified atmospheric water balance closure at 205 stations in
mainland China on a monthly timescale from 2009 to 2018 using datasets from ground- and satellite-
based observations and reanalysis data. The closure performances were firstly quantified using the
mean and root mean square (RMS) of the residuals, and the possible influencing factors were explored,
as well as the influence of different water balance components (WBCs) using different datasets. In the
closure experiment using ERA5, the mean and residuals were 6.26 and 12.39 mm/month, respectively,
on average, which indicated a closure uncertainty of 12.8%. Using ERA5 analysis as a reference,
the closure experiment using different combinations revealed average mean residuals of 8.73, 11.50,
and 15.89 mm/month, indicating a precipitation closure uncertainty of 22.0, 23.7, and 24.4% for the
ground- and satellite-based observations and reanalysis data, respectively. Two possible influencing
factors, station latitude and the climatic zone in which the station is located, were shown to be
related to closure performance. Finally, the analysis of the impact from different WBCs showed
that precipitation tended to have the most significant impact, which may have been due to larger
observation uncertainties. Generally, the atmospheric water balance in mainland China can be closed
using datasets from different observational techniques.

Keywords: atmospheric water balance; ground-based observation; satellite-based observation;
reanalysis datasets

1. Introduction

As one of the fundamental properties of planetary physical systems, atmospheric
water balance is strongly coupled to global land–atmosphere hydrological circulation [1].
Thoroughly comprehending the atmospheric water balance helps to reveal the mechanisms
associated with the hydrologic cycle and realize its management at regional and global
scales [2,3].

Profiting from the rapid development of Earth observational technology, various
platforms for monitoring water balance components (WBCs), including precipitation, evap-
otranspiration, atmospheric water vapor, and moisture divergence, have been established
and are involved in water balance closure [4–6]. Currently, WBC monitoring based on
ground- and satellite-based observations and models driven by other observations (re-
analysis and land surface) are the most widely used methods for water cycle studies [7].
However, owing to the existence of heterogeneities, uncertainties, and systematic biases
among the different techniques, the current observation of WBCs fails to guarantee a
balance between them [8]. Previous studies have demonstrated that the current water
balance from different observations is imbalanced at both terrestrial [9,10] and atmospheric
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scales [11,12]. Moreover, anthropogenic activity and global climate change have altered
the global atmospheric water balance [13–15]. For these reasons, researchers in the climate
community have been motivated to evaluate current state-of-the-art water balance closure
using observations from different techniques over the past decades.

Numerous studies have evaluated atmospheric water balance closure using WBCs
derived from various observational techniques. Reanalysis can provide worldwide and
continuous information on WBC variability [16] and has been widely used to study water
balance closure. For example, Trenberth et al. assessed the hydrological cycle balance using
data from eight atmospheric reanalyses [17]. They found that the atmospheric water balance
was not closed in most of the reanalyses, revealing significant differences compared with
the observational estimates of the surface return flow. Lorenz and Kunstmann compared
global closure performances using three reanalyses with independent observations [18].
They discovered that inconsistencies in precipitation minus evapotranspiration (P-E) over
land and ocean caused an imbalance in the atmospheric water cycle, which resulted from
the assimilation of unreliable satellite-based observations. Nowadays, new generations
of reanalysis, such as MERRA-2 (Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and
Applications) and ERA5 (fifth-generation of ECMWF (European Center for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts) reanalysis), have been improved in spatiotemporal resolution, input
data record consistency, and assimilation model homogeneity. Evaluation of these datasets
for the closure of water balances has shown that they generally exhibited improvements
over their predecessors in balancing the water cycle [19,20].

Apart from reanalyses, satellite-based earth observations can also provide sufficient
sources for WBC monitoring, and atmospheric water balance closure using satellite-based
and reanalysis datasets has been conducted globally. Park et al. examined atmospheric
water balance over the ocean using satellite-based and merged datasets [21]. The results
showed that different combinations of datasets differed significantly in terms of residual
intensities and distributions. Brown and Kummerow conducted a closure experiment in
five tropical ocean regions using independent satellite-based observations and reanalysis
data [22]. It showed that the Indian Ocean attained the highest performance with an im-
balance of −3.0%, whereas the western Pacific Ocean displayed the lowest performance
with an imbalance of −21.1%. Eyre and Zeng assessed the capability of combining re-
mote sensing and reanalysis datasets for characterizing the water cycle in the Amazon
region [23]. They demonstrated that the Amazon Basin water balance could be closed with
specific dataset combinations, whereas using other ensemble datasets resulted in a large
mean residual.

It is noteworthy that assessing regional water balance closure may help improve global
water cycle estimation [24]. Although previous studies have contributed greatly to closing
the atmospheric water balance globally and in specific locations, closure characteristics
in hydrologically significant regions, such as China, have rarely been discussed. China is
located in East Asia and is adjacent to the western Pacific Ocean, where it is influenced by
complex Asian monsoon systems [25,26]. It has a vast territory and a three-step staircase
with an eastward descending topography, resulting in diverse climatic conditions and
complex hydrological characteristics [27]. Due to its distinct location, China’s atmospheric
water balance has a conspicuous impact on its surrounding areas in the Asia–Pacific region.
Therefore, a comprehensive atmospheric water balance analysis in mainland China is of
vital importance.

This study aimed to quantify the atmospheric water balance closure at 205 stations
in mainland China at a monthly temporal resolution from 2009 to 2018. Datasets derived
from ground- and satellite-based observations and reanalysis data were used to obtain
the WBCs for analysis. The closure performance using WBC combinations from different
datasets was examined and discussed, which will be helpful for hydrological cycle studies
in mainland China. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes
the datasets and quantification methods, including data processing strategies. Section 3
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presents the analysis and discussion of the closure experiment results, and conclusions are
drawn in Section 4.

2. Methodology

This section describes the methods used for the experiments, including the data
description, an approach for quantifying atmospheric water balance closure, a method
for deriving WBCs from gridded-based datasets, and a height correction procedure for
GPS-derived water vapor. A general flow chart of this experiment is presented in Figure 1,
as follows.
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Figure 1. Flow chart of the experiment methodology.

2.1. Description of the Datasets

Multiple datasets from various observational techniques were used to obtain the WBCs
from 2009 to 2018, including ground- and satellite-based observations, and reanalysis data,
as summarized in Table 1. Comprehensive descriptions of the datasets are provided below.

Table 1. Summary of the datasets used in this study, with the observational techniques, spatial
resolutions, and organizations that provided the data.

Dataset Observational
Technique WBC Spatial

Resolution Organization

CMA Ground-based P, ET Site-based CMA
GPS Ground-based ∆W Site-based CMONOC, CEA
GPM Satellite-based P 0.1◦ × 0.1◦ NASA

MODIS Satellite-based ET 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ NASA
AIRS Satellite-based ∆W 1◦ ×1◦ NASA

MERRA-2 Reanalysis P, ET, ∆W 0.5◦ (lat) × 0.625◦ (lon) NASA
ERA5 Reanalysis P, ET, ∆W, divQ 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ ECMWF
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2.1.1. Ground-Based Observational Datasets

Ground-based observations of precipitation and evapotranspiration were obtained
from 205 meteorological stations established by the China Meteorological Administration
(CMA) in mainland China. Integrated daily observational records were adopted and
calculated using monthly resolution for further analysis. The absent value owing to poor
quality was interpolated using Deng et al.’s method [28] on a monthly timescale.

Note that only a few meteorological stations are equipped with radiosondes or mi-
crowave radiometers. Thus, ground-based water vapor was derived from a global position-
ing system (GPS) at an adjacent global navigation satellite system (GNSS) subordinated
to the Crustal Movement Observation Network of China (CMONOC) maintained by the
China Meteorological Administration (CEA) [29]. Detailed descriptions of monthly water
vapor retrieval from raw GPS observations can be found in Zhou et al. [30]. The distribution
of meteorological stations (hereafter called stations for convenience) is shown in Figure 2 to
represent ground-based observational positions.
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Figure 2. Geographical distribution of meteorological stations (red dots) and mainland China
topographical information (background color).

2.1.2. Satellite-Based Observational Datasets

Multiple satellite-based precipitation data were derived from the Global Precipitation
Measurement (GPM) product because of its higher accuracy compared with other satellite-
based precipitation products [31]. It can provide accurate global observations of rainfall
from 2000 to the present. In this study, monthly satellite-based precipitation data were
derived from the GPM IMERG final precipitation L3 V06 (GPM_3IMERGM) with a spatial
resolution of 0.1◦ × 0.1◦.

Evapotranspiration data were derived from the commonly used Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) global evapotranspiration products, provided by
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Level-1 Atmosphere Archive and
Distribution System Distributed Active Archive Center (LAADS DAAC) [32]. In this study,
the MOD16 A2 product was selected to provide satellite-based evapotranspiration data
with a spatial resolution of 0.5◦ × 0.5◦, latitude of 80–60◦ N, and longitude of 0–360◦ E.

Water vapor data were derived from Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) products,
provided by NASA’s Goddard Earth Sciences Data and Information Services Center (GES
DISC) [33]. Previous studies have demonstrated their superior performance over other
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products in mainland China [34]. In this study, the AIRS Level 3 daily gridded product
(Version 7) was adopted, which provides daily averaged water vapor values on a global
scale with a spatial resolution of 1◦. Note that the daily observations of the AIRS should be
calculated with a monthly temporal resolution before the following closure experiments.

2.1.3. Reanalysis Datasets

Latest-generation reanalysis datasets, ERA5 and MERRA-2, were selected due to their
better performance over those of their predecessors [35,36]. ERA5 covers the period from
1979 to the present and has a spatial resolution of 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ at the global scale. MERRA-
2 covers the period from 1980 to the present and has a spatial resolution of 0.5◦ latitude
× 0.625◦ longitude at the global scale. Both reanalysis products provide precipitation,
evapotranspiration, and water vapor data, whereas ERA5 provides moisture divergence
data directly without additional calculations. ERA5 provides a better representation of
long-term wind variability than MERRA-2 [37], which significantly influences the accuracy
of moisture divergence. Therefore, in this study, moisture divergence was derived only
from the ERA5 product.

2.2. Quantification of Atmospheric Water Balance Closure in Mainland China

The atmospheric water balance can be generally described as follows [38]:

∇·Q +
dW
dt

− (E − P) = 0 (1)

where E and P represent evapotranspiration and precipitation, respectively. Q is the
vertically integrated water vapor flux, whereas ∇·Q indicates its divergence (denoted as
Div). W indicates the total column water vapor from the surface to the top of the atmosphere
(TOA), whereas dW/dt represents its change between two months (denoted as ∆W, water
vapor change), which was calculated using the forward differences:

∆Wi =

(
dW
dt

)
i
= Wi+1 − Wi (2)

To avoid introducing any artificial lag due to the difference procedure [39], other
WBCs in Equation (1) (P, E, and ∇·Q, denoted as X in the following equation) needed to
be time-filtered as follows:

∼
Xi =

Xi+1 + Xi
2

(3)

To quantify the closure performance, the residual of Equation (1) was calculated
as follows:

Res = (E − P)−∇·Q − dW
dt

(4)

where Res represents the atmospheric water balance residual obtained from different WBC
combinations. Two evaluation metrics were adopted to examine the closure performance:
the mean and root mean square (RMS) of the residual. A positive value of the residual mean
indicates that the magnitudes of the atmospheric water vapor source terms (evapotranspi-
ration and moisture divergence) are greater than those of the sink terms (precipitation and
water vapor change), whereas a negative value indicates the opposite.

Moreover, to analyze the influence of different WBCs and observational techniques on
closure performance, the control variate technique was adopted to examine the performance
differences using WBCs (precipitation, evapotranspiration, and water vapor change) from
different datasets.

2.3. WBC Derivation from Gridded-Based Datasets

For consistency with ground-based observations, WBCs from gridded-based datasets,
including satellite-based observations and reanalysis, should be derived at a specific station
location. To optimally mitigate the additional error induced by the interpolation procedure,
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the nearest-neighbor method was directly applied to obtain WBCs from gridded-based
products at a specific spatial location to avoid the influence of spatial resampling.

Moreover, the GPS-derived water vapor represents the integrated value from the
height of the antenna to the TOA, whereas the gridded-based water vapor represents the
mean value within a specific grid. However, the mean grid point and station elevations
are not generally consistent [40], which causes a bias because water vapor exponentially
decreases with an increase in height [41]. Hence, a height correction procedure is conducted
to modify the GPS-derived water vapor (denoted as precipitable water (PW)) from the
height of the station antenna to the surface height according to Kouba [42], as calculated in
the following equation:

PWmod = PWori·exp
(
−H1 − H0

2000

)
(5)

where PWori and H0 represent the original water vapor value and height of the station
antenna, respectively, and PWmod and H1 represent the modified water vapor value and
surface grid height, respectively. The station surface heights were derived from the Terra
Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer Global Digital Eleva-
tion Model Version 3.

3. Results and Discussion

This section presents the quantification of atmospheric water balance closures in main-
land China using WBC combinations of datasets from different observation techniques.
First, closure performance was evaluated using combinations of different observation
techniques. Subsequently, the possible factors influencing closure performance were ana-
lyzed. Finally, the influence of different WBCs and observation techniques on the closure
performance was assessed using the control variate technique.

3.1. Quantifying the Performances of Atmospheric Water Balance Closure Using WBC
Combinations from Different Observation Techniques

The atmospheric water balance closure performance using WBCs from ground- and
satellite-based observations, and reanalysis data, was evaluated and discussed. The WBC
combinations from different observation techniques are listed in Table 2. The closure
performance using the WBCs from ERA5 was first assessed using the mean and RMS of
the atmospheric water balance residuals for all stations, as shown in Figure 3. The results
showed that the average mean and RMS of the residuals were 6.26 and 12.39 mm/month
for all stations, respectively. Rodell et al. indicated that closure uncertainty can be presented
as a percentage of annual precipitation [43]. Thus, the ERA5 results revealed an average
closure uncertainty of 12.8% in precipitation at all stations in mainland China. This was
acceptable at monthly timescales for continental regions [44]. This demonstrates that
despite the fact that the atmospheric water balance was not constrained in the ERA5
generation [7], it still exhibited good performance for atmospheric water balance closure.

Further analysis of the spatial distribution of the mean residual showed that most
stations in mainland China exhibited positive values, except for some stations located at
the edges of the Tibetan Plateau (TP). This indicates that the atmospheric water vapor
source terms are generally higher than the sink terms for mainland China. This is because
(1) China is located in the low- and mid-latitude zones, where sufficient sunshine induces
sufficient evapotranspiration from land to the atmosphere [45,46], and (2) China is located
in East Asia and is adjacent to the Pacific, where the monsoons transport sufficient water
vapor from the oceans to mainland China [47,48]. These two factors contribute to the
higher source terms of atmospheric water vapor, which lead to positive values for the
mean residual for most stations in mainland China. For the RMS residual, stations within
China’s southern and eastern regions generally showed higher RMS values, whereas other
regions, particularly the TP, showed relatively lower RMS values. These results indicate
that the closure performance of ERA5 differs among different regions within mainland
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China. Some stations in the northwestern region of China showed a high RMS residual.
This is because these stations are located on the northern slope of the Tianshan Mountain
and at the boundary of climatic zones where the topography and atmospheric circulation
characteristics are complex [49,50]. The accuracy of ERA5 may be inferior in such regions.
In general, the WBCs derived from ERA5 exhibited good performance in atmospheric
water balance closure in mainland China. Thus, it can serve as a reference for examining
the closure performance using WBC combinations from various observation techniques.

Table 2. Summary of the WBC combinations from different observation techniques used in the closure
experiments in mainland China.

Observation Technique P ET ∆W Div

Reanalysis ERA5 ERA5 ERA5 ERA5
Ground-based CMA CMA GPS ERA5
Satellite-based GPM MODIS AIRS ERA5

Reanalysis MERRA-2 MERRA-2 MERRA-2 ERA5
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Subsequently, the atmospheric water balance closure performance using WBCs from
three combinations of observation techniques, ground- and satellite-based observations,
and reanalysis data, was evaluated in mainland China. The spatial distributions of the
mean and RMS residuals for all stations from the three combinations are presented in
Figure 4. Note that the scaling in Figure 4 differs from that in Figure 3.

Generally, the closure performances using WBCs from the three combinations of ob-
servational techniques were inferior to those obtained from ERA5. The statistical results
showed that the atmospheric water balance closure using combinations of ground-based
observed, satellite, and reanalysis data revealed average mean residuals of 8.73, 11.50,
and 15.89 mm/month, respectively. These values indicate that the closure uncertainties
were 22.0, 23.7, and 24.4% of precipitation for different observation techniques, respec-
tively. Rodell et al. indicated that the atmospheric water balance can be closed with an
uncertainty of approximately 20% of precipitation on a monthly timescale for continental
regions [43]. This indicates that, despite being inferior to datasets using WBCs from ERA5,
the atmospheric water balance can be closed using datasets from different observational
techniques in mainland China. Among the three combinations of observational techniques,
ground-based observations attained the lowest average mean residuals. This might indicate
that the actual observation of WBCs generally had the lowest systematic bias. In contrast to
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the mean residuals, the corresponding RMS residuals for the three combinations attained
averages of 29.50, 28.76, and 31.01 mm/month, respectively. This indicates that different
combinations generally exhibit similar closure performance in mainland China. Note that
the reanalysis combination using WBC data from MERRA-2 performed slightly inferior
to those of ground- and satellite-based observations, with the highest mean and RMS
residuals. This may be because the spatial resolution of MERRA-2 was lower than that of
the other grid datasets (except for AIRS), which made it more difficult to characterize the
actual values of WBCs, especially precipitation, for each station.
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Furthermore, the mean and RMS residual spatial distributions for all stations from
different combinations were analyzed. Generally, it was observed that the evaluation
metrics among different combinations shared similar spatial distributions in mainland
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China (Figures 3 and 4). Nevertheless, different characteristics can still be recognized in
the spatial distribution of the mean residuals. Some stations within the eastern region of
China exhibited a negative mean residual for ground- and satellite-based observations
(Figure 4a,c). However, these stations generally exhibited a positive mean residual using
the WBCs from the reanalysis data (MERRA-2) (Figure 4e), which was consistent with the
results obtained using ERA5 (Figure 3a). This might be because these stations are generally
located in the East China (EC) and subtropical monsoon (SM) climatic zones, where the
climate and hydrological cycles are complicated and susceptible to the influence of extreme
weather events, such as tropical cyclones [51]. Considering that precipitation-related
extreme events are more difficult to accurately capture using reanalysis datasets [52,53],
the accuracy of the reanalysis data within these regions was generally inferior to that of
ground-based data or satellite-based observations. In general, despite regional differences,
the atmospheric water balance can be closed using WBCs from ground- and satellite-based
observations and reanalysis datasets from mainland China. However, this method only
considered the mass balance of the atmospheric water cycle; simultaneously considering
the mass and the energy cycles should lead to a better understanding. Thus, a more
systematical analysis both evaluating the mass and energy balance should be considered.

3.2. Analyzing the Possible Influencing Factors for Atmospheric Water Balance Closure
Performance Using WBCs from Different Observation Techniques

To further explore the possible factors influencing closure performance in mainland
China, the relationships among the evaluation metrics, geographic characteristics, and
location types were analyzed. The geographic characteristics (represented by station
height and latitude) are shown against the mean and RMS residuals in Figures 5 and 6,
respectively. The coefficient of determination (R2) was calculated to verify the relationship
with 5% statistical significance tested using the t-test.

Regarding station height (Figure 5), only the mean and RMS residuals from the ERA5
combination showed negative relationships (R2 = 0.22 and 0.35, respectively), whereas
this phenomenon was not observed in other combinations. This might be because the
ERA5 dataset can capture the differences and variations in the atmosphere in the vertical
direction more precisely than MERRA-2 [54] and other single-level observation techniques.
The results of ERA5 coincide with Figure 3b in that higher mean and RMS values tend to
appear for stations in the eastern region than those in the western region.
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Regarding station latitude (Figure 5), the combinations of ground-based, satellite, and
MERRA-2 reanalysis exhibited a negative relationship with the RMS residuals (R2 = 0.38,
0.43, 0.54, respectively), while this phenomenon was less apparent for ERA5 reanalysis
(R2 = 0.21). This indicates that, despite the observational techniques, all dataset combi-
nations generally attained better closure performances for stations at higher latitudes in
mainland China. This phenomenon coincided with Figures 3 and 4, which show that com-
pared with the northern region of China, the RMS residual values for stations located in the
southern region of China were generally higher. For the mean residuals, only MERRA-2
reanalysis datasets showed a possible correlation (R2 = 0.37). This indicated that atmo-
spheric closure using WBCs from ERA5 and ground- and satellite-based observations was
generally consistent among different latitudes, whereas inter-latitudinal consistency was
not apparent for MERRA-2.

Subsequently, the location types (represented by geographic area and climatic zone)
were analyzed, as shown in Figures 7 and 8, respectively. Geographically, all stations were
divided into Central South (CS), North China (NC), EC, North East (NE), North West
(NW), and South West (SW) China. This division was based on criteria from the Institute
of Geographic Sciences and Natural Resources Research, Chinese Academy of Sciences,
which can be retrieved from https://www.resdc.cn/data.aspx?DATAID=276 (accessed
on 24 January 2024). All stations were divided into plateau (PL), tropical monsoon (TM),
humid continental (HC), mid-latitude monsoon (MM), and SM climatic zones according to
the CMA criteria [55]. Note that the quantified relationships for the location types were
calculated using squared Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (denoted as ρ2). The
significance test was conducted using Fisher transformation.

No obvious relationship was observed between closure performance and geographical
area. Nevertheless, regional statistical results showed that the RMS residual values for
the northern regions of mainland China (NW, NC, and NE) were lower than those for
the southern regions of China (SW, CS, and EC). This phenomenon is consistent with the
results presented in Section 3.1. However, statistically possible correlation relationships
between the RMS residuals and climatic zones were observed for all combinations (ρ2 > 0.3).
This may confirm that, despite the observational techniques, the closure performance of
all combinations may have a distinct relationship with climatic conditions. The PL and
HC climatic zones attained the best performances, whereas inferior performances were

https://www.resdc.cn/data.aspx?DATAID=276
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observed at stations within the SM and MM climatic zones. This may be due to the fact that
compared with the PL or HC climatic zones, the SM and MM climatic zones were involved
in complex coupled atmosphere–ocean–land processes [56,57]. This may introduce more
observed uncertainties and unmodeled systematic errors for ground- and satellite-based
observations, or reanalysis datasets in the SM and MM climatic zones. Generally, station
latitude and the climate zone in which the station is located might have some impact on the
closure performance. However, these results are not significant for all combinations; thus, a
more comprehensive analysis should be conducted in the future to explore the mechanism
for the influencing factors.
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3.3. Analyzing the Influence of Different WBCs and Observational Techniques on Closure
Performance through the Control Variate Technique

The influence of different WBCs and observational techniques on closure performance
was analyzed using the control variate technique. The results of the closure experiments
were compared with the closure performance obtained using WBCs from ERA5. The
combinations of different datasets used for the closure experiments are listed in Table 3.
The mean and RMS residuals from different combinations are presented in Figure 9. The
Pauta criterion (3-sigma criterion) was employed to eliminate stations with gross errors,
and no more than four stations were eliminated for each combination.

Table 3. Summary of the WBC combinations from different datasets for the closure experiments in
mainland China using the control variate technique.

WBC Observational
Technique P ET ∆W Div

P
Ground-based CMA

ERA5 ERA5 ERA5Satellite-based GPM
Reanalysis MERRA-2

ET
Ground-based

ERA5
CMA

ERA5 ERA5Satellite-based MODIS
Reanalysis MERRA-2

∆W
Ground-based

ERA5 ERA5
GPS

ERA5Satellite-based AIRS
Reanalysis MERRA-2

Reference Reanalysis ERA5 ERA5 ERA5 ERA5

The influence of different WBCs on closure performance was first analyzed by com-
paring the average values of the evaluation metrics using different datasets of a specific
WBC with the ERA5 results as a reference. The greatest discrepancy between the evaluation
metrics was observed when different precipitation datasets were used. The difference
between the average mean and RMS residuals using three different precipitation datasets
and ERA5 was 7.72 and 16.86 mm/month, respectively. The smallest discrepancy between
the evaluation metrics was observed when different water vapor datasets were used. The
difference between the average mean and RMS residuals using three different water vapor
datasets and ERA5 was −0.01 and 0.84 mm/month, respectively. This phenomenon may be
due to different observational uncertainties for different WBCs. For precipitation, relatively
large observational uncertainties are introduced owing to different assumptions, techniques,
and calibration methods [58]. Even for the most accurate rain gauge measurements [59,60],
wind effects cause systematic measurement errors [7]. These uncertainties significantly
influence water balance closure [61].

Subsequently, the influence of datasets from different observational techniques on
closure performance was discussed for each WBC. For precipitation, three different datasets
exhibited mean residual values of 11.51, 13.86, and 16.58 mm/month, respectively, whereas
the corresponding RMS residual values were 29.43, 28.82, and 29.51 mm/month, respec-
tively. These values are higher than those obtained using ERA5, which may be due to the
differences between these three precipitation datasets and ERA5. Among the different
datasets, although RMS residual values were generally close to each other, the ground-
based observations attained the lowest mean residuals. This indicates that ground-based
precipitation observations attained the lowest observable uncertainties.
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For evapotranspiration, the mean residual values were 3.85, 3.93, and 5.65 mm/month
for three different datasets, respectively. The corresponding RMS residual values were
17.96, 17.01, and 19.05 mm/month, respectively. In contrast to precipitation, the mean
residual values using ground- and satellite-based observations were lower than those using
ERA5, whereas those of the MERRA-2 reanalysis data were higher than those of ERA5.
This may be because evapotranspiration values obtained from ground- and satellite-based
observations are more accurate and have lower uncertainties than those obtained from
model-derived datasets (the land surface model and reanalysis) [62,63], although these
have been greatly improved in comparison to their predecessors [64].

For water vapor change, the results exhibited mean residual values of 6.24, 6.25, and
6.24 mm/month for three different datasets, respectively. The corresponding RMS residuals
were 13.17, 12.92, and 13.61 mm/month, respectively. These values were comparable to
those of ERA5, indicating that different sources of water vapor had little impact on the
performance of atmospheric water vapor closure. As stated above, the magnitude of water
vapor change was much smaller than that of the other WBCs in the atmospheric water
balance equation. Thus, the observable uncertainties introduced by water vapor from
different datasets did not significantly influence closure performance.

Subsequently, the average time series of the residuals and their anomalies estimated
using the abovementioned WBC combinations were analyzed and are shown in Figure 10.
Distinct annual variations were observed for all combinations, which is consistent with
previous studies. In Park et al. (2013), discernable annual variation was observed in the
time series of nine monthly domain-averaged residuals using satellite-based and merged
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datasets for the atmospheric water cycle [21]. This residual was relatively larger in summer
than in winter. However, this phenomenon was not discussed. For our study, we thought
that this indicates that some unmodeled errors in the annual period occur in atmospheric
closure. We considered that this may be partly due to the neglected time rate of the change
in liquid and solid water in clouds (∆W). Despite the slight impact due to the numerical
magnitude of ∆W, the accumulated effects from cloud liquid and ice still require further
investigation and analysis to improve closure performance. Moreover, a distinctly negative
trend was observed for all combination residuals, indicating that the closure means that the
residuals gradually approached zero over time. This may be because the current availability
of sufficient observations and accurate models means that observable uncertainties and
systematic biases are much smaller than before, thus improving closure performance. In
addition, the amplitudes of the residuals were reduced, except for those of ERA5. This
may be because ERA5 used a consistent model for different times, and the character of the
residual was also consistent at different times.
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4. Conclusions

Quantifying atmospheric water balance closure is vital for understanding the hydrolog-
ical cycle. In this study, the atmospheric water balance closure from 2009 to 2018 was evalu-
ated using WBCs from different observational techniques. Generally, the atmospheric water
balance in mainland China can be closed using WBCs from different observational tech-
niques. The ERA5 results showed that the average RMS residuals were 12.39 mm/month,
revealing a precipitation closure uncertainty of 12.8%. The closure performance using WBC
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combinations from ground- and satellite-based observations and MERRA-2 reanalysis
showed average residual values of 8.73, 11.50, and 15.89 mm/month, respectively. These
values indicate closure uncertainties of 22.0, 23.7, and 24.4% for precipitation.

Subsequently, the relationships between the evaluation metrics and possible influenc-
ing factors were analyzed. The results indicated that station latitude and the climatic zone
in which a station is located showed some possible correlating relationship with closure
performance. However, a more comprehensive analysis ought to be carried out to further
explore the inherent mechanism.

Finally, the closure performances of WBCs from different datasets were compared
using the control variate technique. The results showed that precipitation represented the
largest contribution to closure performance, whereas water vapor change contributed the
least. This is attributable to the relatively large observational uncertainty of precipitation.
Moreover, the average closure residuals gradually approached zero, with a negative trend
for the residuals of all combinations owing to additional observations and accurate models.

Future research lies in two directions. First, a more comprehensive analysis should be
conducted to further explore the effects and mechanisms of climatic conditions on closure
performance. Second, considering that the mass and energy balance simultaneously leads
to a better understanding of the water cycle, a more systematical experiment should be
carried out to explore the coupled relationship between mass and energy balance.
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